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Abstract. The formulas of the Bessel functions are applied to obtain

the estimates of the limiting absorption principle. As an application

we prove a result on smoothing effectfor the Schrodinger equation.

1. Introduction

In the present paper, we are mainly concerned with the estimates of the

limiting absorption principle.However we also deal with restrictionproperties of

the Fourier transform and smoothing effectsfor dispersive wave equations. They

connect with each other deeply, and it can be said that all of them are the

estimates for Fourier multipliers with non-smooth symbols. The purpose of the

present paper is to improve the resultsof the previous paper [9] from such a point

of view.

We startwith introducing some notations related to the polar coordinate. We

suppose throughout thispaper that the space dimension n satisfiesn > 2. Firstlet

A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the unit sphere Sn~l. Namely

A
d2 n-＼ d A

or1 r or rl

where A is the Laplace operator in Euclidean space R" and r = ＼x＼.It is known

that the eigenvalues of -A are

Ak=k(k + n-2), fc= 0,1,2,...

and the projection on to the eigenspace associated with kk in L2(Sn~l) can be

expressed as follows if n > 3:

(1.1) Hkf(co)=^±t-＼ C£(u-a>)f(a>)d&,
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where v = (n ―2)/2, C£(z) is the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree k,co-(b =

XwLi onjibj,deb and ＼Sn~Y＼are respectively Lebesgue surface measure and the area

of the unit sphere.

Note that the operator Hk can be applied to the functions of Rn. Namely, we

can replace f(cb) by f(ra>). Also fractional power (/ - A)a(a e R) can be written

as follows.

(/-A)≪ =

The firstresult of this paper is

00

k=0

aHk

Theorem 1. Suppose that 0 < a < 1/2 and a' > a. Then we have

(1.2) ||Ixl―^/ - A)<1-2a')/2|/>|2-M||i2(JI-)^ C||^'―(-A - C)"!!^^-),

where the constant C may depend on n, a and a', but does not depend on u

C (Rn) and £eC＼[0,oo).

The estimate (1.2) is an analogue of the estimate obtained by S. Agmon [1]

(see also Kato and Yajima [11]). Recall that Theorem 1.1 in [9] dealt with a

restrictionproperty of the Fourier transform in a similar semi-norm as above.

Also note that the restrictionproperty and the limiting absoption principle are

closely connected. Thus the estimate (1.2) is a variant of Theorem 1.1 in [9] to the

limiting absorption principle.The author expects that,in (1.2), a' can be taken so

that a = a'. However he could not prove it by a technical reason.

We turn to state the next result.In the previous work [9], we have shown

some results concerning smoothing effects for the homogeneous initial value

problems. The next purpose is to improve it to the inhomogeneous one. Let

u(t,x) ((t,x) e Rn+l) be a solution to the Schrodinger equation as follows:

(1.3)

Then

{

≪l/=o = °-

Theorem 2. Suppose that 0 < a < 1/2 and a' > a. Then, concerning the

solutions of the initialvalue problem (1.3), we have
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where the constant C may depend on n, a and a',but does not depend on f e

In Theorem 1.3 of [9], we have dealt with a case of the similar regularity

property as above. Theorem 2 says that, compared with the known results (cf.,

for example T. Kato and K. Yajima [11]),the solution u(t,x) has better property

on the smoothness of angular variables.

Next we turn to statethe results,which are proved by another approach. The

following theorem is an improvement of the result given in section 3 of the

previous paper [91.

Theorem 3. Suppose that n>3, l/p - ＼/q < 2/n, {n + l)/2 < n/p - ＼/q

and n/q -l/p <(n- 3)/2. Set

a = 1

n

2

G 3

Then we have

(1.4) ＼＼＼D＼2au＼＼Ll!{Rn< C＼＼(-A-Qu＼＼LP{Rn),

where the constant C may depend on n, p and q, but does not depend on

u e C?(Rn) and C e C＼[0,oo).

Notice that the case a = 0 in Theorem 3 is contained in the results of C.

Kenig, A. Ruiz and C. D. Sogge [13], the purpose of which is to prove unique

continuation theorems for Schrodinger operators. Our approach here is applicable

to prove weighted If ―Lq estimates as follows.

Theorem 4. Suppose that n > 3, (n - l)/(2(≪+ 1)) < ＼/q < ＼/p < (n + 3)/

(2(n +1)), j + / < 2 - /i(l//?- 1/^r),j/n + / > -l//> + n/q - (n - 3)/2 awrf 5 +

j'/n > -≪//?+ ＼/q+{n+ l)/2. &r

a= 1 -
s + s'

--

(

-
J)

2

Then we have

II＼A~S'＼D＼lau＼＼Lq{Rn)< C＼＼|x|'(-A - Q"＼W≪),

where the constant C may depend on n, p, q, s and s',but does not depend on

ueC^(Rn) and CeC＼[0,ool.
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This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1 and

Theorem 2. They can be regarded as consequences of a restrictionproperty as in

[9] with Holder continuity with respect to a parameter. Section 3 is devoted to the

proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, the technique of which is quite different

from the one of Section 2. In Appendix, we prove a proposition, which is

necessary for the proofs. As usual, the letter C willdenote a constant that may be

differentin different equations or inequalities.

Finally, the author would like to express his sincere graditude to the referee,

who pointed out an error in the proof of the original manuscript and kindly

suggested a way to recover it.

2. Weighted L2 Estimates

In thissection,we shallprove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We begin the

proofs by introducing some operator related to the restrictionof Fourier

transform to spheres.For /, g e C^(Rn) and 0 < a < 1/2, set

(2.1) (Aa(A)f,g) =

2≪-(l/2)

2(2n)n

f
f (£)§(£) dSj-i

Jia=vx

where dS^j is surface measure of S^j = {£ei?M||£|= ＼/X}and /, g are Fourier

transforms of/, g respectively.The operator AX(X) is useful to prove Theorem 1,

because the expression by Fourier transform gives

(2.2)

Jo a ― Q

Also the right hand side of (2.1) can be represented by the projection operator Hk

in Introduction. Indeed, when n > 3 we have

(2.3) (A (A)/, 9)=-,Yf＼ da>＼ Jk+v(y/lr)rn/2Hkf(r, co)dr

£It^oJh=i Jo

(00
Jk+v{yfkp)pnl2Hkg{p, co) dp

o

where Jv+k is the Bessel function of order v + k. This equality comes from the

classicalformulas of the Bessel functions as follows (see A. Eldelyi et al. [6] and

T. Hoshiro [9]):



(2.4)
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f /{y'x)"dS^ =

J|fH/X

A(≫-D/2f eHy-x)VJa, da)

Jleul=l

＼yft＼x-

y_-j?>
= 2T(≫)

f>
+ *)

^ ^)

v + k

vl^-M
J
|w| = l

C£(co＼ ■co)CJ(co ■0J2) dco =

Even if n = 2 the equality (2.3) holds,

operator Hv should be replaced by

Hkf(a>) =
<

and the addition formula

2rcJ|d,

-

f

to,

:z!)

3-1 I

Cvk{(o＼ ■(o2)

Z(co＼ -02), (k = t),

(*#0-

135

because the representation of the

/(ft)) deb, k = 0,

=1

cos k(co ■cb)f'(co) deb, A: = 1,2,...

l

(2.4) should be replaced by

00
M＼x~ y＼)= Mr)Mp) + 2^2Mr)Mp)cosK(o＼ -^2)

k=0

(x = rcohy = pco2).

The representation (2.3) tellsus that the operator Aa(X) is uniformly bounded

and (locally) Holder continuous with respect to X > 0 in certain operator norm.

Precisely we have

Lemma 2.1.

(i)For f,geCf(Rn)

(2.5) ＼(HkAMf,g)＼ < C(l + k)2^l＼＼ ＼x＼l-'Hkf＼＼L2iRK)＼＼＼x＼l-≪Hkg＼＼LHRn)

where the constant C may depend on n and a, but does not depend on f, g,k and X.

(ii)Let 6 be a real number satisfying 0 < 9 < 1 ―2a. Then, for f,ge

Coo (i?n＼
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(2.6) ＼(Hk(Aa(X) -Aa(fi))f,g)＼ < Q(l + k)2*-1

x |(1 +k)＼X-ii＼/^{Kn)＼6l2＼＼ ＼A'~aHkf＼＼L2{Rn)＼＼＼x＼l-≪Hkg＼＼L2{Rn),

where the constant Q may depend on n, a, and 6, but does not depend on /, g, k, X

and a.

Remark. The inequality (2.5) implies

l(^W/^)|^c'|||x|I-/IL2(Jl.)||W1-(/-A)"-(1/2^||L2(Jl.),

by taking the summation with respect to k (notice that Xk = O(k2) as k ―≫oo)

Also the inequality (2.6) implies

＼({Aa{k)-Att(fi))Lg)＼

< C'e＼＼X- Ai|/max(A,^)|^2|| W^/IU/nll ＼^~V
~

^Y'{lll)+m)9＼＼m^y

Proof. First notice that

(fl*^W/^)=y|

xf
Jo

Hence by Schwarz inequality,we

＼{HkAa{X)f,g)＼<-

X

X

1

~ 2

We quote now the

namely

(00
Jk+v(VIr)rn/2Hkf{r, o)dr

o

Jk+v(VIp)pn/2Hkg(p, (o) dp.

obtain

( f [°°
rn-l+2-2a＼Hkf{r,oy)＼2drdw

)

yJ|to|=lJo /

( f F
r"-l+2-2"＼Hkg(r,a>)＼2drda))

＼J|w|=lJo /

(00
Jv+k(r)2r2≪-ldr- ＼＼＼x＼1-'Hkf W^^W ＼x＼l-*Hkg＼＼LHir)

o

formula of Weber-Schaftheitlin (see A. Erdelyi et al. [6])
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f/
(tf^-iJr

r(l-2a)r(v + fc+ a)
Jv+£(n r ar = =

Jo 21-2ar(l-2a)2r(v + ^+l-a)
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Hence the above integral is asymptotically 0((1 +k) a ) as k―> oo. Thus the

inequality (2.5) follows.

The proof of (2.6) is similar to the above. Notice that

(Hk(AaU)-AJu))f,g)

J|w|=l

X

r

Jo

-1

dco(
(00

{X*'2 Jv+k( y/Xr) - ^2Jv+k(^r)}r"/2Hkf(r, co)dr

o

r/2Jv+k(Vlp)pn/2Hkg(p,co)dp

00
ju^2Jv+k(JJir)rn/2Hkf(r,co)dr

(00

0

{Xal2Jv+k{Vlp) - ^2Jv+k(J≫p)}pn/2Hkg(p,co) dp
)

Hence by a similarargument as in the proof of (2.5),we obtain

where

G oo ＼1/2
Jv+k{r)2r2a-ldr＼

≪(T

Moreover observe that

＼r/2jv+k(VIp)- ^2jv+k(^p)＼2P2*-1 dp)

(00

o

and recall the

('00 |>00 ＼
Jv+k(p)2p2≪-ldp - {XfiY12 Jv+k(>/lp)Jv+k(Vflp)p2°-1 dp

＼

o Jo J

classicalformula as follows (see A. Eldelyi [6]):
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(2.7)
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(00

0

2c

_r

xF

cdp

Y{l/2(a + b-c+l))

Y(a+＼)Y{＼/2(-a + b + c+＼))

a+b-c+1

2

a-b - c+ 1

2

iffl>0, b > 0, a + b+l > c> 0 and 0 < X < ju.

Hence we obtain

B{a,ka,ju)<C(l+kfa/2)-1

where the constant C does

)

a+l;-2

F(v + A;+ a,a;v + A:+l;l)

(v+/fc+a)/2

F (v + k + ct,a; v +A:+ 1;

not depend on X, a and k.

Thus the remaining task is to show that

F(v + k + a,a;v + k+ 1;1)

min(A,//)

max(A, fi)

{v+k+a)/2

F

)

min(^,//)

max(/l,//)

(v-＼-k
+ a,oc;v+ k+ 1;

< C'a(＼+k)a＼(＼ +k)＼X-u＼/m^x(X,u)＼0

The proof for the case 9 = 0 is easy, because 0 < (min(A

F(v + k + (x,OL;v+ k+ 1;
min(/l, ju)

max (A,//)

<F(v + k + a,a;v + k+ 1;1)

r(v + £+i)

T(v + k+l-oc)

<C(＼+k)＼

r(l-2a)

T(l-a)

min(A,//)

max(A,/z)

)
1/2

//)/max(/l,/f))< 1, and

)

(Note that, F(a,b;c;z) is monotone increasing for 0 < z < 1, and F(a,b;c; 1) =

F(c)T(c -a- b)/CT(c - a)T(c - b)) if c> 0 and c - a - b > 0 are satisfied.)
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Let us now abbreviate

F(l) = F(v + k + a,a;v + k + 1;1),

F(z) = F(v + k + ol,oi;v+ k + l;z),

min(A,/z)

max(/l, fi)

139

Then, since

＼F{1)- z(v+k+"V2F(z)＼< ＼F(l)-F(z)＼+F(z)＼l-z^v+k+^2＼

< ＼F(l)- F(z)＼+ F(l)|l - z^v+k+^＼

the assertion comes from

＼F{＼)-F{z)＼<C^＼+kY+e＼＼-z＼e

and

＼l-z(*+k+*V2＼^Cg'(l+k)e＼l-z＼0.

The latter inequality for 1/2 < z < 1 can be seen quite easily, because the left

hand sideis not larger than 2 and C(l + k)＼l―z＼for 1/2 < z < 1. To show the

former one, recall Euler's integral representation:

F(a,b;c;z) =

Also notice that

r(c)

r(b)r(c-b)

I
tb-＼i-t)c-b-＼＼-tzyadt

|(1 - tzYa - (1 - tya＼<＼tz-t＼°-
*

n ― t)

holds if a > 0 and 0 < 0 < 1. Hence we have

＼F(l)-F(z)＼<

<

r(c)

r(b)T(c-b)

1

for 0 < t < 1, - < z < 1

tb-l{＼ - t)c-b-l＼(i - tz)~a- (i - tya＼ dt

Efc) 21-V|l-z|*
T(h)F(c-b)

i:
tb+e-＼＼-t)c-b-l-a-edt

r(c) r(b + e)T(c-a-b-e) ._e e _ e

T(b)T(c-b) Tic-a) ' '
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+ k + a, b = a and c = v + A:+ 1. Note that

if c-a-b-9 = 1

T(c)r(b + O)T(c -q-b-0)

Y(b)T{c - b)T(c - a)

- 2a - 0 > 0, and

<C(l+kV

ae <C'(l+kf.

Thus we see that the former inequalityholds for 1/2 < z < I. The proof for

0 < z < 1/2 will be similarto that of the case 0 = 0. □

Let us choose 0 < a < 1/2 and a' > a. Define the function spaces as follows:

Fa = {fey＼Rn)＼＼x＼l-≪feL2{Rn)}

and

<?≪,≪'= {/ e y'(R")＼ ＼*r＼l
~

A)(1"2a')/2/ L2(Rn)}.

Lemma 2.1 shows that the operator Aa(X) is a bounded operator from Fa to

G^a', and moreover, in the operator norm, it is (locally)Holder continuous with

respect to X > 0 (take 9 > 0 so that 2a - 1 + (0/2) < 2a' - 1). Roughly speaking,

these facts and relation (2.2) imply Theorem 1. As the firststep, we shall prove

the following proposition:

Proposition 2.2. Suppose that 0 < a < 1/2. Then we have

＼(＼D＼2{*-l)fJ)＼< C＼＼(I-Af^VrVllV),

where the constant C does not depend on f e C^(Rn).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, our task is to estimate

(Hk＼D＼2{a'])fJ). First it follows from (2.1) and (2.3) that

(Hk＼D＼2^fJ)

(00
(HkAa{X)f

o

-ij

≫T

＼to＼=＼ Jo h

where

°°
K(a, k- r,p)rnl2Hkf{r, w)Pn'2Hkf{p, co)drdp

(CO
X≪-lJv+k{y/Xr)Jv+k(^/lp)dA

o
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Moreover, if 0 < a < (1/2), by the formula (2.7) we have

＼K(<x,k;r,p)＼< C(l +^)2a-1|max(r,/7)|-2a

Thus

(Hk＼D＼2i^fJ)＼<C(l+k)2^1
f

dco

J＼co＼=l

where

(00 j-00

0 J0

x r(n-l)/2+l-ccp(n-l)/2+l-ccdrdp

141

Ka(r,p)＼Hkf(r,a>)＼＼Hkf(p,a>)＼

Ka(r,p) = ra-(1/2)/7a~(1/2)|max(r,/?)r2a.

Let us note that Ka(r,p) satisfiesKa(Ar,A.p) = A~lKa(r,p) for X > 0 and

Jo ＼/P Jo yJP

if 0 < a < 1. Hence

+j°V(i/2v 2a
p

Vp

by Hardy-Littlewood-Polya inequalitywe

|(Zf,|D|2(a-1)/,/)|<C(l+/;)2a-1

Taking

implies

･(

(I

< 00

obtain

＼Hkf(r,oj)＼2rn-l+1^-a)drd(o

＼Hkf(p,co)＼2p"-l+2^dpdco

)""

= c(i+fc)2-1nw1-^t/iii2(Jl.).

the summation of the above inequalitywith respect to k

the resultof Proposition 2.2.

Proposition 2.2 shows that the operator |D|2a(-A-Q !

operator from Fa to G^a1 for C <£[0,oo). Indeed it is easy to

kidi2≪(-a-cr1/,^
{2n)n

＼
l£l2a

ia2-c

＼f(Z)＼＼§(Z)＼dZ

)""

immediately

□

is a bounded

see that

<c^＼2{a-l)＼m＼m)＼dz

< C(＼D＼2{cc-l＼l- Af-2≪)/2fJ)l/2(＼D＼2{cc-l)

< C'＼＼M^/IU^H ＼x＼l-＼I-Ai2^2g＼＼LHRn)
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Hence the remaining task is to show that the value of ||＼D＼2a■

(―A ― (1 ± i£))~X＼＼<£(Fxg
/)

*s bounded even if s ―> 0. This is because the scaling

argument induces that

sup ＼＼＼D＼2a(-A-{X±ie))-l＼＼^fGaal)

0<£<OO

is bounded and the bound does not depend on X > 0.

Now let us decompose the operator |D|2a(A ―(1 +/e))~1 as follows

(2.8) ＼D＼*(-A-(l+ie))-1

xW
AM

dk +
r

Jo
o-*a))

AM

A- (1 +ie)
dk

= Ri+R2,

where /(A) e Q°[l/2,2] satisfies/(A) = 1 in a neighborhood of A = 1. We remark

that the value of ||^2||y(Fa,G
/)
remains bounded even if s ― 0. This can be easily

seen by the similar argument as above. To estimate the value of H^iII^^g ,),

we quote now the following proposition, the proof of which will be given in

Appendix.

Proposition 2.3. Let F＼ and F＼ be Banach spaces. Suppose that A{X) is a

££{F＼,Fi)valued Holder continuous function of X > 0, support of which is con-

tained in [1/2,2]. Set

(2.9) B(Q

(■00

0

AU)

*-c
dk.

Then the set {B(l +/e)}e>0 is bounded in ^>(F[,F2).

Notice that A(X) = Aa{X)x{%) is a J^(Fa, Ga^') valued Holder continuous

function because of Lemma 2.1. Thus Theorem 1 follows for Im£ > 0. Also the

proof for Im( < 0 is completely similar. This finishesthe proof of Theorem 1.

□

Proof of Theorem 2. We are in a position to prove Theorem 2. The

argument here is essentiallydue to C. Kenig, G. Ponce and L. Vega [12]. Firstlet

us set

ue(t,x)= -(2nyn-1

= -(In)―1

ix-t+itr i

2

J,"

(
1

m2-(r+ie)

k-A-

+
__i )

＼(＼2-(r-ie)J
fM)d-cdt

(z + is)rl + (-A-(T-ie))-l}f(T, )dx
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where /(t, ･) is the partial Fourier transform with respect to t.We are going to

show that

(2.10)

(00

0

＼＼D＼2≪uE(t,-)IIg dt<C
r

Jo
＼＼f{t,-)＼＼Ut

with a constant C independent of e > 0. Hence u{t,x) = lim.EiouE(t,x)exists,and

enjoys the same estimate as (2.10). Also it is easy to see that

(2.11) ≪(O,jc) =i

00

― 00

sen s ■e isAf(s,x)ds

The idea to show (2.10) is to regard the map/ i―>uE as a Fourier multiplier with

an operator-valued symbol. Set now

me(r) = - ((-A ~(t + is))-1+(-A-(r-is))-1)

<

2tt

c2

＼me(T)f(r,-)＼＼2G
xydT

ll/fr -)lii^

＼＼f^-)＼＼Ut

□

2

Then from Theorem 1, it follows

K(*)/lk., ^ c||/||Fb,

where the constant C does not depend on /, e and x. Hence by Plancherel's

theorem we obtain

＼＼＼D＼2≪ue(t,.)＼＼2G

xx

dt =

±

We are in a position to finish the proof of Theorem 2. By duality argument it

follows from Theorem 1.2 (i) of [9] and the expression (2.11) that / e Fa implies

|I)|a(/-A)(1~2a)/4w(0,x)eL2(Jn (notice that the operator ＼D＼＼I- A){l'2a)/4

commutes with idt + A). Finally applying Theorem 1.2 of [9] again and using

(2.10), we obtain Theorem 2.

3. Lp -Lq Estimates

In this section we shall prove Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Both of them are

results on the estimates for |D|2a(-A - ()~＼So the proofs will become similar to

the one of Theorem 1.
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At first,let us show that the estimate (1.4) holds if the parameter £is away

from the spectrum [0,oo). This immediately comes from Hardy-Littlewood-

Sobolev inequality.Indeed, by the similar argument as in the previous section,we

obtain

＼{＼D＼*{-A-C)-lf,g)＼£c＼＼Z＼≪a-l)＼ttZ)＼＼g{Z)＼dZ

<C()1)r(l-(2M/)/)l/2(|I)r((2/,)-l)g^)l/2

^ C＼＼f＼＼LP{R")＼＼9＼＼Li'(R")>

{q' is defined by ＼/q+ l/q' = 1) if ＼<p<2<q<oo and 1//?- ＼/q =

2(1 ―a)/n, which are more generous than the assumptions of Theorem 3.

Thus the remaining task is to consider the behavior of the estimate when £

approaches the spectrum [0,oo). Notice that the scaling argument allows to

devote ourselves to the case £= 1 + /e(e > 0). Also on the decomposition

(2.8), the similar argument as in the previous section gives that the value of

11-^2＼＼^(lp(r")li{R")) remains bounded even if e ―≫0. On the other hand, con-

cerning R＼, the expression (2.3) does not seem to be useful for the proof. Instead

we make some preparations.

At first,let Kz^{x―y) denote the kernel of the operator ＼/T{z)-

(-A -Qz-in/2). Then

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that the both C and (J are contained in T+ or T_, where

T± = {CeC＼ ImC^0,i<|C|<2}.

Then, for ―1/2 < Rez < 1/2 and max(0,2Rez) < fi< Rez + 1/2, there exists a

constant C. such that

eC＼＼mz＼

(3-1) ＼K^{x)＼<C-^-nr-
＼x＼

and

(3.2)

where 0 Rez + (l/2)-//.

Proof. Firstlet us note that the kernel Kz At) has the following expression:

KzX{x) =
nn 2.2≪-i-z.r((≪/2)-z)r(z) ＼x＼z
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where Kz(co) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind (see I. M. Gelfand

and G. E. Shilov [7]).Also recall that, if Rew>0,

＼K2(w)＼< Cec|Imz||wr1/2 for |w| > 1

and

|*z(w)| < C^c|Imz||wr|Rezi for ＼w＼< 1.

(see C. Kenig, A. Ruiz and C. D. Sogge [13].) These facts immediately imply

(3.1).

To show (3.2), we quote now the classicalformula of the Bessel functions as

follows:

Hence we obtain

K(w)=-(Kz_l(w)-Kz+l(w))

＼KZiC(x)-KzXix)＼<＼C-i:'＼suV

Cer±

･

|^,c(*)

Cf?ciim*i|c-ciixr'＼w <i,

where /ix = max(0,2Rez) and fi2― Rez - (1/2). Also it is clear that

＼KZtC(x)- KZtC(x)＼< ＼Kz,c(x)＼+ ＼KZjC.(x)＼

s{
CeC＼lmzUx-^^ Id > 1,

where ju3= Rez+ 1/2.Interpolatingthese estimatesby Holder's inequality,we

obtain (3.2). □

The inequalitiesin Lemma 3.1 induce that the resolvent operator R(Q =

(―A ―Q~'1is Holder continuous with respect to £e F+ (or (eL) in certain

operator topology. Precisely,

Proposition 3.2. Suppose thatn>3. Also suppose that the exponentsp and

q satisfythe assumptions in Theorem 3. Then we have

(3-3) ＼＼R(Ou＼＼Lgm< C＼＼u＼＼LP{Rn),
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and

(3.4)
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||[i?(C)-i?(O||LW < C＼{-{＼6＼＼u＼＼LP{Rn)

for some 0 > 0, where the constant C does not depend on ueC^{Rn) and

Proof. Lemma 3.1 and Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequalityinduce that

for -l/2<Rez< 1/2 and C,C eT+,

and

and

(-A-C)z~("/2)k

1

£≪(*")

(-A-cyy"

<Cec^＼＼u＼＼LP{Rn)

L≪{R")

L＼R")

< C
C＼lmz＼＼r r'＼e＼＼u＼＼

see |; - ; | ＼＼u＼＼LP^Rn^

< CecM＼＼u＼＼LHRn).

with p and q satisfying

(

■

) J p q

n ― 2 Re z
<

1 1

<-
p

<

2

n-2Rez

1
Y

0
--max(0,2Re

n

n + 2-2Rez

n-2Rez

-

1

[(-A-Qz-{n/2)-(-A-Cy-{n/2)]u

T(n/2 + iy)

K

1

2

Rez +
i

≪-2-2Rez

r

1
5)

where 1 < p < q < oo, max(0,2Rez) < n{＼- ＼/p + ＼/q)< Rez+ 1/2 and

6?= Rez + 1/2 - n(l - l//≫+ 1/g).

One the other hand, since

|(|£|2-Cn<^l for ZeC,yeR,

Plancherel's theorem gives

These estimatesand complex interpolationtheorem by E. M. Steininduce the

estimates (3.3) and (3.4)

2

n ― 2 Re z

(The assumption n > 3 is necessary for the interpolation.) Taking the foliation

when Rez goes from ―1/2 to 1/2, we obtain Proposition 3.2. □

Now we are in a position to finish the proof of Theorem 3. First recall the

following relation (see e.q. S. Agmon [11):
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Aott) =

1

Ini
＼im[R(X + is) - R(X - is)}

40
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Hence it follows from Proposition 3.2 that Aq{X) is Holder continuous with

respect to k e [1/2,2] in operator topology of ^(Lp(Rn),Lq{Rn)), if p and q satis-

fy the assumptions of Theorem 3. This implies so does for Aa(k) ― kccA0(k). Thus

the argument in the last part of previous section gives that ＼＼R＼＼＼se{Lp{Rn),Li{Rn))

is bounded even if s ―> 0. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3. □

Proof of Theorem 4. Here we explain the difference between the proofs

of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 briefly. It is observed before that the estimate

for Aq{X) comes from those for l/T(n/2 + iy){―A ― C)'r(y R) and 1/F(z)-

(-A -{)z~(n/2)(-l/2 < Rez < 1/2). Moreover the latter estimate follows from

the fact that the kernel of the operator l/T(z)(―A ― C)z~ can be estimated by

the one of Riesz operator. Then we have used Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev in-

equality. Instead, in the proof of Theorem 4, we use the following fractional

estimate by E. M. Stein and G. Weiss [16]. This is the difference.

Proposition 3.3 (E. M. Stein and G. Weiss). Let

^-LiSp*

for 0 <//<≪. Suppose that 1 < p < q < oo, s < n/p', s' < n/q, s + s' > 0 and

I

-

*

q p

JU + $ + S

n

1

Then

IIIXI ^≪/IIl<7(J?")^ C|l|x| /||L/.(^≪),

wAere ?/zeconstant C does not depend on f e C^(Rn), but may depend on p, q, 5,s'

and n

Appendix

Here we shallprove Proposition 2.3 by the method of harmonic analysis.

Firstdenote <, > by the coupling between Fi and F2*.Define <D(A)(A> 0) and

＼(0(CeC,ImC>O) respectivelyby <D(2)= <A{l)f,g} and ＼(0 = <*(C)/,0>

for f F] and is*. Notice that the relation(2.9)implies
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(A.I)
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≪°-ra≪

Moreover, for 0 < 6 < 1, denote ||<B|L by

11*11* = sup
＼i-x'＼e

Then assumptions in Proposition 2.3 imply that >(A)is a compactly supported

continuous function satisfying ||O||0< oo.

Observe now that the relation (A.I) tellsthat the operation O(A) h-≫*Fe(/*)=

W(ju + ie)(jue R) can be written by Fourier multiplier with symbol

aM) =

{ o, £>o,

£<0.

Since the set {<2£(£)}£>ois bounded in Mihlin-Hormander's class (cf. L.

Hormander [8] page 243 (7.9.8)),the multiplier theorem of the Lipschitz class(cf.

L. Hormander [8] Theorem 7.9.6) can be applied. Thus there existsa constant Cg

independent of £> 0 such that

n＼＼eZ CgMe

On the other hand, since supp O c [1/2,21, it is clear that

1^.(4)1 =
r

Jo X - (4 + ie)

<-sup|≪D(i)|

Thus we obtain

dX
J1/2

1

X - (4 + ie)

1^(1)1 < 1^(4)1 + |Te(4)-＼£(l)|

< zsup|*(A)| + 3*Q||O||fl
4 x

<Uxsup＼R(X)＼

and thisimplies that the set {<i?(l + is)f, g>}e>0 is bounded. Note that, in the

above argument, all the constants are independent of f e F＼ and #eF2*. This

proves Proposition 2.3.
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